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Abstract - A n  upper  bound on  the  entropy of con- 
strained 2d fields is presented. T h e  constraints have 
to be symmetric in (at  least) one of t h e  two directions. 
T h e  bound generalizes (in a weaker form) t h e  bound 
of Calkin a n d  Wilf which is valid only for processes 
with symmetric transfer matrices. Results a r e  given 
for constraints specified by run-length limits and  min- 
imum distance between pixels of t h e  same color. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the (maximum) entropy of two-dimensional (2d) 
fields defined by a set of constraints. A well-known example 
(the hard square) is a binary field for which the maximum 
run-length of one of the colors is one in both directions. We 
consider shift invariant constraints of finite extent ( N , M ) ,  
where each element is taken from an alphabet A of size [Al. 
The lAINM possible configurations on the N by M rectan- 
gle are divided in two sets of admissable and non-admissable 
configurations, respectively. Let F ( n ,  m) be the number of ad- 
missable configurations on an n by m rectangle, not violating 
the constraints within the rectangle. The per symbol entropy, 
H may be defined as: 
(1) 
log F(n, m) H = l i m  
n,m nm 
For bands of finite width m and arbitrary height, a Id a p  
proach may be applied. The states are given by m by N - 1 
elements, so the states of a transition covers the necessary N 
rows specified by the constraint. The entropy, H ( m ) ,  of the 
m elements of a band of width m may be determined as log 
of the largest eigenvalue A,,, of the trader matrix, T of the 
Id process. 
11. UPPER BOUND O N  ENTROPY 
For all positive integers p, the largest eigenvalue, A,,, of any 
real symmetric matrix satisfies 
A,, 5 Trace(T2P)”2P. (2) 
Transfer matrices, T are real and thus the only additional 
requirement is that they are symmetric. Calkin and Wilf [l] 
made the observation that the trace of T2P is composed of 
the states which map onto themselves after 2p transitions. 
All of these solutions may form a cylinder of circumference 
2p and the trace gives the number of distinct solutions o n  
this cylinder. This applies for any cylinder height, n. Taking 
the logarithm and making the cylinders infinitely high ( n  t 
cm), Calkin and Wilf proved that the entropy of the cylinder 
process, H‘(2p) is an upper bound on the entropy of the hard 
square problem. For higher order processes the transfer matrix 
is not symmetric in general even if the process is symmetric. 
In this case, we shall specify a less restrictive process based 
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on a modified cylinder. A two seam cylinder, is composed of 
two bands of width p + M - 1 each satisfying the constraints. 
To control the constraint, an overlap of M - 1 columns at  
each side is used. Instead of combining the two bands with an 
overlap of M - 1 at each edge to form an ordinary cylinder, 
the state i of e.g. the leftmost M - 1 columns are mirrored 
i.e. taken in reverse order before performing the overlap. In 
both cases we end up with 2p columns in the cylinder. The 
entropy of the two seam cylinder is denoted H”(2p). 
Theorem 1 For processes specified by shift invariant con- 
straints of finite extent (N, M), a n d  symmetric in (at least) 
one direction, the entropy is upper bounded a s  
(3) 
where p is a positive integer a n d  2p 2 2M - 2. 
The proof is based on the construction of a process where 
the two types of cylinders generate the admissable configura- 
tions as a subset of a process with symmetric transfer matrix. 
111. RESULTS 
In the experiments reported below, H”(2p) > H’(2p), which 
seems reasonable to conjecture (under some prerequisites). 
The results are for binary fields. 
Constraint 1: Minimum distance (I-norm) of 3 between 
1’s. The best upper bound on entropy by (3) is H < 0.3569 = 
H”(14)/14 (H’(14)/14 = 0.3503), improving the previous best 
upper bound H < H(14)/14 = 0.3597 [2]. The best lower 
bound in [2] is H > 0.350306. It may be remarked that the 
cylinder entropy H‘(10) is below this lower bound and thus 
can not be an upper bound. The estimated entropy is H M 
Constraint 2: Minimum distance (oo-norm) of 3 between 
1 ’ s .  The best upper bound on the entropy by (3) is H < 
0.2432 = H”(14)/14. (H’(14/14 = 0.2379).) In [3], 0.25681 > 
H > 0.22257 and the estimate, H M 0.235 are reported. 
Constraint 3: Mazimum run-length of 2 for both values 
a n d  in both directions. The best upper bound by (3) is 
H < 0.4728 = H”(10)/10 (H‘(10)/10 = 0.4650), improv- 
ing the upper bound using bands, H < H(10) = 0.5079. 
H > 0.4650 and H M H(10) - H(9) = 0.4682 were reported 
in [a]. 
H(l6) - H(15) = 0.35030719 [a]. 
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